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Abstract:

Objective: The aim of our research was to find out, if university students of humanities and social sciences at five Slovak
public universities have theoretical prerequisites for intercultural competencies mainly needed in multicultural healthcare.
These concrete theoretical prerequisites are dealing with
knowledge regarding Islamic teachings on: family; female infanticide; reproduction; usage of assisted reproduction technologies; and induced abortion.
Design: Research study.
Participants: Overall 1000 students at 5 Slovak public universities (at each n=200).
Methods: Empirical research was done using our own questionnaire. Verification of our three hypotheses has been done
using the method of statistical testing for testing hypotheses on
equality of parameters of two alternative divisions with large
selection ranges.
Results: Responses to questions concerning definition of marriage in Islam (Questions #1 - 3) have shown, that both male
and female students have proved better knowledge of this issue
than in the case of the area concerning possibilities of use of
reproductive medicine achievements in Islam. Responses to
question (Question #4) regarding Muhammad´s attitude to
feminine infanticide have shown that men, in comparison to
women, have manifested more radical (more numerous) inclination to the answer that Muhammad entrusted fathers with decision on its performance. Responses to questions dealing with
possibilities to use reproductive medicine achievements in
Islam (Questions #5-7) have shown that female, in comparison
to male students, have manifested more radical (more numerous) rejective position.
Conclusion: Knowledge of marriage and reproductive issues
in Islam among students stays at historical level, what causes
a problem not to be able to understand and respect contemporary needs of Muslim patients in the frame of an holistic approach in multicultural healthcare and social work in Slovakia.
Improvements in current curriculum concerning students´ intercultural competencies mainly connected to an understanding
of standpoints of Muslim believers concerning their social
foundations, health and entire well-being are inevitable.
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Although European and American society is
now for almost a yearlong faced in a priority
manner with COVID-19 pandemic which places
high ethical and hygienic demands on professionals of diverse domains and both challenges ordinary people to act reasonable and responsible we
shouldn’t be approaching human dignity and
overall well-being reducing them to numbers or
statistic reports concerning the spread of the disease (WHO, 2020). Even in these times of virtual
interpersonal relationships we have to be aware
of the importance of our approach to the most
inner values and religious worldview which are
constitutional parts of everyone’s existence. Regarding Islam, which is still often perceived as
an exotic element to European culture, regardless
to its historical cross connection with European
culture, it is important to overcome ungrounded
xenophobia (Dojcar, 2017) and authentically try
to understand the most personal, intimate stands
of believers (Zavis, Prochazka, 2020) who need
our help dealing with health, social or educational issues.

Introduction

This study presents chosen results of the research that was conducted in the frame of the
project Bioethics of Reproductive Health in
Islam: Basis, Discussion and Challenges, VEGA
#1/0585/18, which is unique both regarding contemporary Slovak research; its past research; and
that of an entire European context. Quantitative
research on the topic of theoretical preparedness
for intercultural or interreligious communication
has been conducted at: Comenius University in
Bratislava; University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius
in Trnava; University of Zilina in Zilina; University of Presov in Presov; Catholic University in
Ruzomberok; at each university n=200, totally
n=1000.

Methods

Verification of 3 given research hypotheses
has been done using the method of statistical testing for testing hypotheses on equality of parameters of two alternative divisions with large selection ranges. Our approach was based on following criteria given by statistical testing according to Markechova et al. (2011):
We assume that:

Evaluation of Empirical Research
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(X11, X12, ..........., X1n1) is a random pick from
division of alternative p1 (p1 means probability of
hypothesis H0),
(X21, X22, ..........., X2n2) is a random pick from
division of alternative p2 (p2 means probability of
hypothesis H1).
The selections are independent:
n1
>5.
We are testing the problem:
H0: p1 = p2 against H1: p1 < p2; p1 > p2

The value of testing criterion:
H0: p1 = p2 against H1: p1 < p2:
Critical domain W0.05 = (-∞; -u2.0.05) = (-∞;
-u0,1) u0.1 is critical value N (0.1) according to division of critical values of uα division N (0.1) in
Table 1 u0.1= 1.64
W0,05 = (-∞; -1.64) Hypothesis testing:
U∈W0.05, then we reject H0 and H1is valid.
U∈/ W0.05, then H0 is valid and we reject H1.
H0: p1 = p2 against H1: p1 > p2:
Critical domain W0.05 = (u2.0.05; ∞) =
(u0.1; ∞) u0,1 is critical value N (0.1) according
to division of critical values of uα division N (0.1)
in Table 1 u0,1= 1.64
W0.05 = (1.64; ∞)
Hypothesis testing:
U∈W0.05, then we reject H0 and H1 is valid.
U∈/ W0.05, then H0 is valid and we reject H1.
Critical values of uα division N (0.1);
X ~ N (0.1), P (|X| > uα) = α

Table 1 Critical values of u division N (0,1)
α

uα

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.1

2.5758

2.3263

1.9599

1.6448
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The Results of Empirical Research

Hypothesis 1:
Hypothesis 1.0: Both men and women won’t
manifest better knowledge of this issue than in
the case of the area concerning possibilities of
the use of reproductive medicine achievements
in Islam.
Hypothesis 1.1: Both men and women will
manifest better knowledge of this issue than in
the case of area concerning possibilities of use of
reproductive medicine achievements in Islam.
Statistical testing: U = -26.4 where U∈W =
(-∞; 1.64) while testing H0: p1 = p2 against H1:
p1 < p2 at the level of significance α = 0.1 we
state that hypothesis 1.0 has not been confirmed
and hypothesis 1.1 has been confirmed.

Figure 1 Comparison of knowledge dealing
with definition of marriage and
reproductive medicine in Islam (%)

Figure 2 Positions of men and women on
feminine infanticide in Islam (%)

Hypothesis 3:
Hypothesis 3.0: Women, in comparison to
men, won‘t manifest more radical (multiple) rejective position.
Hypothesis 3.1 Women, in comparison to
men, will manifest more radical (multiple) rejective position.
Statistical testing: U = -6,493, where U∈W =
(-∞; -1.64) while testing H0: p1 = p2 against H1:
p1 < p2 at the level of significance α = 0.1 we
state that hypothesis 3.0 has not been confirmed
whereas hypothesis 3.1 has been confirmed.

Figure 3 Attitudes of men and women to
reproductive medicine in Islam (%)

Hypothesis 2:
Hypothesis 2.0: Men, in comparison to women, will not manifest more radical (multiple)
inclination to the answer that Muhammad entrusted fathers with decision on its performance.
Hypothesis 2.1: Men, in comparison to women, will manifest more radical (multiple) inclination to answer that Muhammad entrusted fathers with decision on its performance.
Statistical testing: U = 2.88 where U∈W =
(∞; 1.64) while testing H0: p1 = p2 against H1:
p1 > p2 at the level of significance α = 0.1 we
state that hypothesis 2.0 has not been confirmed
whereas hypothesis 2.1 has been confirmed.

The results of our quantitative research show
that knowledge of marriage and reproductive issues in Islam among students stays at an historical level gained by lectures that in a reducing
manner accentuate historically axiomatic individual and social principles in Islam what causes
a problem not to be able to understand and respect contemporary needs of Muslim patients in
the frame of holistic approach in multicultural
healthcare and social work in Slovakia. Improvements in current curriculum concerning students’

Discussion and Conclusion
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intercultural competencies mainly connected to
understanding of standpoints of Muslim believers
concerning their social foundations, health and
entire well-being are inevitable. There is also an
open question of preparedness of university lecturers and professors regarding the quality of
their lectures, as the same as their empirical experience stemming from personal affinity to
know deeper other cultures and religions as to be
able to understand contemporary standpoints of
believers professing other faiths; that means to
be willing to go beyond ritual praxis and search
for their spiritual motivation on an existential
level. The present and the future of religions are
of the same importance as their history. The fact
that religions evolve both by their doctrines and
praxis is also very important, and that means that
for a teacher preparing students for interreligious
communication or providing healthcare is inevitable to follow changes in particular religions
and to communicate them to students with appropriate interpretation. Therefore, it is necessary to
start to critically evaluate the current content of
lectures regarding religions with a special emphasis on a place of the modern human, believer
and his/her needs, issues, challenges in the frame
of the religion he/she belongs to. It is considerably contra-productive to academically prepare
future health workers, social workers, teachers or
other professionals in humanities or social sciences exclusively by leading them to memorize
particular quotations from the sacred scriptures
regarding a particular topic and not to be able to
apply their sense to needs and requests of contemporary patient or a person in whatever distress, emergency or need. Further research and
identification of reasons or premises leading to
unsatisfactory results regarding students’ knowledge of current marital and reproductive issues
of Muslim couples in the context of their religious background is needed.
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